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Ethylene decomposition on Ir(111): Initial path to graphene
formation†
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Abstract
The complete mechanism behind the thermal decomposition of ethylene (C2H4) on Ir(111),
which is the first step of graphene growth, is established for the first time employing a com-
bination of experimental and theoretical methods. High-resolution x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy was employed, along with calculations of core level binding-energies, to identify the
surface species and their evolution as the surface temperature is increased. To understand the
experimental results, we have developed a reaction sequence between the various CnHm species,
from ethylene to C monomers and dimers, based on ab initio density functional calculations
of all the energy barriers and the Arrhenius prefactors for the most important processes. The
resulting temperature evolution of all species obtained from the simulated kinetics of ethylene
decomposition agrees with photoemission measurements. The molecular dissociation mechanism
begins with the dehydrogenation of ethylene to vinylidene (CH2C), which is then converted to
acetylene (CHCH) by the removal and addition of an H atom. The C-C bond is then broken
to form methylidyne (CH), and in the same temperature range a small amount of ethylidyne
(CH3C) is produced. Finally methylidyne dehydrogenates to produce C monomers that are
available for the early stage nucleation of the graphene islands.
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1 Introduction
Graphene offers an impressive array of properties, but in order for these to be harnessed for
applications, it is vital to understand and exploit methods for the large-scale production of
high quality material. The most promising for technological applications are epitaxial methods
[1], including chemical vapour deposition (CVD), which can be performed either at a constant
temperature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] or at varying temperature (temperature-programmed growth (TPG)).
[7, 8, 2, 5, 9, 10] In these methods, hydrocarbons are deposited onto a transition-metal surface at
high temperatures to induce the decomposition of the hydrocarbons, leading to the formation of
various CnHm species that become involved in the nucleation and growth of monolayer graphene
islands.
However, the mechanisms of this rather complicated chain of chemical reactions are not fully
understood at the atomic level. Little is known about the atomistic processes involved in the
conversion of the initial hydrocarbon feedstock into carbon for graphene growth.
Some experimental and theoretical work has attempted to determine the reaction steps for
the adsorption of ethylene on a transition-metal surface and its subsequent decomposition to
release C atoms. These methods include, in particular, TPG, where the deposition, typically
performed at room temperature, is followed by subsequent heating to promote growth.
In a previous experiment [11] different hydrocarbon species were identified using fast-XPS
[12] (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) on the Ir(111) surface during the thermal evolution of
adsorbed ethylene (CH2CH2). The results suggested that ethylene is first converted to ethylidene
(CHCH3), prior to a series of dehydrogenation reactions that lead to the presence of carbon
on the surface in the form of monomers as well as clusters with a peculiar dome shape [13],
eventually leading to graphene at temperatures higher than 950 K.
There have also been several theoretical attempts to understand the early stages of hydro-
carbon decomposition on catalytic surfaces. On Cu(001) and Cu(111) [14, 15], the energetics
of the direct dehydrogenation of adsorbed methane and ethylene were modelled using density
functional theory (DFT). Only dehydrogenation reactions were considered, i.e. the hydrogen
atoms were removed sequentially to become adsorbed onto the surface, leaving behind a car-
bon cluster. However, the large energy barriers found for these reactions suggested that the
mechanism based exclusively on direct dehydrogenation may be energetically unfavourable.
Alternative pathways to dehydrogenating hydrocarbons have also been considered. [16, 17,
18, 19] The removal of a single H atom from ethylene adsorbed on the Pt(111) and Pd(111)
surfaces was investigated by considering various reaction processes. [17] An H atom could be
added or removed from either of the two C atoms in the ethylene molecule, or it could move
from one carbon atom to the other (hydrogenation, dehydrogenation and isomerisation reactions,
respectively). Building on this, the energy barriers for these reactions were employed in a kinetic
Monte Carlo scheme to find the most favourable mechanism for the removal of the first H atom
from ethylene. [16] Ethylene was found to undergo two dehydrogenation reactions to form
vinylidene (CH2C), before being hydrogenated to ethylidyne (CH3C). However, this work did
not include the possibility of breaking the C-C bond in ethylene and intermediate species, which
must be a pathway to producing C monomers. These reactions have been included in similar
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work on the decomposition of CnHm species on the Pt(111) and Pt(210) surfaces. [19, 20] In this
rather extensive study all reactions (including hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, isomerisation
and C-C cleavage) were included in a scheme involving reactions between all hydrocarbons CnHm
from CH3CH3 to C monomers. The energy barriers for each reaction were calculated and used
to make qualitative conclusions about the reaction sequence. From this it was suggested that
C-C cleavage of certain species would be possible. However, the kinetics of the reaction was
not studied, and the results were obtained by judging the likelihood of various reactions in the
sequence based only on the energy barriers, with no experimental input.
Therefore, the detailed mechanism of ethylene decomposition as the first stage of graphene
growth remains largely unknown. The main objective of the work reported here is to fill in
this gap by determining the complete ethylene decomposition pathway on Ir(111) by using a
combination of experimental methods and a comprehensive tailored theoretical framework for
the energy landscape and reaction kinetics. The outline of this paper is as follows. We discuss
XPS C 1s core level spectroscopy experiments, performed while increasing the temperature and
designed to understand the role of the initial ethylene coverage and to obtain spectroscopic
signatures of the main distinct species on the surface as the decomposition proceeds. We then
discuss the results of DFT calculations for various CnHm species that may appear on Ir(111)
during ethylene decomposition. To guide the interpretation of C 1s core level spectra mea-
sured after annealing the system at selected temperatures, we compared the experimental and
calculated C 1s core level shifts for the different CnHm species. This enabled us to determine
the evolution of these species during heating. To understand the ethylene decomposition path-
way(s), the complete reaction scheme connecting ethylene with carbon monomers and dimers
was developed. This includes dehydrogenation, hydrogenation, isomerisation and carbon cleav-
age reactions, for all of which the transition barriers were calculated using ab initio DFT. For
the reactions which are judged by the comparison of the DFT and experimental binding energies
to be the most important to the decomposition pathway, Arrhenius prefactors were calculated
with DFT using classical transition-state theory. [21, 22] These results have allowed us to deter-
mine the rate constants for all of the allowed reactions and in turn create a kinetic Monte Carlo
simulation to reveal the detailed kinetics of ethylene decomposition, and to propose the most
likely pathway for the conversion of ethylene to carbon prior to graphene growth. The relative
concentrations of the various hydrocarbon species found in this way are in good agreement with
the corresponding quantitative determination from the C 1s core level data.
2 Experimental Methods
The Ir(111) sample used in this experiment was a 8 mm diameter single crystal disk. Sample
cleaning, preparation and characterisation were carried out at the SuperESCA undulator beam-
line of the Elettra synchrotron radiation facility (Basovizza - Italy). Due to the high photon flux,
the SuperESCA beamline is specifically designed for fast-XPS spectra experiments. Together
with a 150 mm mean radius hemispherical electron energy analyser from SPECS, equipped with
an in-house developed delay-line detector, the setup allows for fast (100 ms per spectra) and
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high-resolution XPS (∆E=40 meV at photon energy hν =400 eV). A manipulator equipped
with a cold finger and W heating filaments positioned close to the back of the sample allows
for temperature resolved experiments to be carried out under Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) con-
ditions, with base pressures between 1×10-10 and 2×10-10 mbar. The sample was cleaned by
means of repeated cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering and annealing to 1400 K, followed by oxygen and
hydrogen treatment to remove the carbon contaminants and the residual chemisorbed oxygen,
respectively. The whole procedure was repeated until the C1s and O1s regions of the core-level
spectra did not show any trace of contaminants. In these conditions the Ir4f7/2 spectrum spec-
trum showed a surface core level shift of -550 meV. [23] C 1s core level spectra were acquired in
normal emission geometry, using a photon energy of 400 eV. The low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) experiments were performed in the UHV chamber (base pressure 1×10-10 mbar) of the
Surface Science Laboratory at Elettra-Sincrotrone Trieste, also equipped with a manipulator
that allows for temperature control by using a cold finger for cooling and W filaments for ra-
diative heating or electron bombardment. LEED experiments were performed using a Fisons
rear-view electron optical system.
3 Theoretical Methods
The geometry optimisation and nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations [24, 25, 26, 27] have been
performed using density functional theory with the CP2K code [28]. Goedecker-Teter-Hutter
(GTH) [29] pseudopotentials were used as well as the generalised gradient approximation (GGA)
with the PBE exchange-correlation functional. [30] Van der Waals forces are included with the
DFT-D3 method. [31] The optimised m-DZVP basis set [32] was used for all atoms together
with a plane wave cutoff energy of 300 Ry. Geometries were relaxed until forces on atoms were
less than 0.038 eV/A˚.
For the geometry relaxations on the Ir(111) surface, a slab consisting of 4 layers of an 8 × 8
periodic lattice has been used, with a vacuum gap of 15 A˚. The bottom two layers remain frozen
to the bulk geometry and the others are allowed to relax. For the NEB calculations between
2 and 7 layers were used in order to achieve convergence of the energy barriers for the most
crucial reactions. In this case the 1 or 2 bottom layers were frozen. More details are provided
in the supporting information (SI).
For the adsorbed hydrocarbon species CnHm, the adsorption energy Ebind is calculated using
the formula:
Ebind = ECnHm+Ir − EIr − ECnHm , (1)
where ECnHm+Ir is the energy of the hydrocarbon adsorbed onto the surface, ECnHm is the energy
of the hydrocarbon molecule in the vacuum, and EIr is the energy of the bare Ir(111) surface.
For these adsorption energy calculations the basis set superposition error (BSSE) correction has
been employed based on the counterpose method. [33]
Depending on the system complexity, between 7 to 13 images have been used in our NEB cal-
culations of species diffusion and for elementary reactions to find the minimum energy pathway
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between the initial and final states in each case. The climbing image NEB method is employed
to ensure the saddle point corresponding to the correct energy barrier is properly located. [27]
The kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulation is initialised by randomly placing ethylene
molecules on a surface grid consisting of 7500 sites. At each kMC step all possible reactions
for each species are determined based on their local environment and a list of all possible
moves (processes) is compiled. The rates for each reaction are given in the Arrhenius form,
R = ν exp (−E/kBT ), where E is the calculated energy barrier, kB the Boltzmann constant,
T the temperature and ν the attempt frequency. Based on the algorithm of Bortz, Kalos, and
Lebowitz, (BKL algorithm) a reaction from the list is selected [34]. The simulation time is to
be updated by calculating a variable time step ∆tvar. Since the temperature is continuously
ramped throughout the simulation, the rates of individual processes become time-dependent.
Hence, the time step is determined using a time-dependent algorithm [35] based on the time-
dependent residence rate. Since the diffusion of most of the species does not play the dominant
role in the reaction kinetics, the species can be rearranged randomly at each step in order to
replicate their diffusion. This speeds up the simulation time considerably. The details of the
kMC code including species diffusion, are provided in the SI.
In order to determine the pre-exponential factors in the rate expressions for some of the
reactions, we calculated the vibrational frequencies associated with all atoms (that are allowed
to relax) in our cell for the initial, transition and final state geometries. For the transition state,
which is a saddle point, there will be one imaginary frequency associated with the configuration
and hence, in contrast to the number of frequencies 3N for the initial and final states, there
will be 3N − 1 frequencies associated with the transition state. Then the prefactor νij in the
corresponding Arrhenius expression for the transition i→ j between two states of a system (i.e.
the attempt frequency) is obtained using [21, 22]
νij =
∏3N
k=1 f
(i)
k∏3N−1
k=1 f
(sad)
k
, (2)
where {f (i)k } and {f (sad)k } are the vibrational frequencies in the initial (i) and saddle point
(sad) states, respectively. The calculation of the prefactor νji for the reverse reaction requires
calculating vibrational frequencies
{
f
(j)
k
}
in the state j which replace the frequencies in the
numerator in Eq. (2).
The core level shift associated with a particular C atom of a CnHm species is calculated
[36] as the difference between the energy of the system with a hole in the C atom core level,
E(nc − 1), with the core electron added to the valence band, and the energy of the neutral
unexcited system, E(nc):
ECLS = E(nc − 1)− E(nc) . (3)
By appropriately displacing atoms in the C 1s core-hole excited state and using the calcu-
lated atomic forces to work out the corresponding dynamical matrix, vibrational frequencies
corresponding to XPS peaks satellites were calculated.
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Figure 1: (a) XPS C 1s spectra acquired during ethylene uptake at 90 K. The three spectra high-
lighted in red correspond to the three coverages used throughout the experiment. (b-d) 2D plots
corresponding to the TP-XPS C 1s spectral series acquired during the annealing from 90 K to high
temperature for the three different ethylene coverages. Each horizontal cut in the figures corresponds
to a single photoemission spectrum acquired at a given temperature and its intensity is plotted using
a colour scale. (e) (top) LEED pattern acquired at 55 eV after ethylene deposition (0.60 ML) and
annealing to 340 K, (middle) simulated diffraction pattern for a c(4×2) superstructure and (bottom)
real-space models of possible adsorption geometries associated with the spots of different colours in
the middle panel.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Photoemission experiments
In all our experiments, the Ir(111) surface was exposed to ethylene (partial pressure between
1×10-9 and 2×10-9 mbar) at 90 K. The sample was then heated with a temperature ramp of 1.5
Ks−1. In the first part of our investigations, we measured coverage and temperature dependent C
1s XPS spectra to follow the evolution of the system as a function of coverage/temperature, thus
providing a first qualitative insight into the chemical environment at each step of the adsorption
and dissociation processes and the role of the ethylene surface coverage. In the second stage
(reported in the interpretation of core level shifts section) we measured high-resolution C 1s
core level spectra after annealing the system to specific temperatures, selected on the basis of
the temperature-programmed XPS (TP-XPS) [37] results.
The C coverages for the three stages were estimated by comparing the C 1s core level intensity
to the same spectrum acquired for monolayer graphene on Ir(111), [13] so that 1 monolayer (ML)
is equivalent to a C atom surface density of 1.567×1015cm-2. Figure 1(a) shows a series of C 1s
core level spectra acquired during ethylene exposure at 90 K. At the beginning of the uptake
we observe two components at 283.3 eV (a1) and 283.8 eV (a2) binding energies (BE). Their
intensity increases coherently with increasing exposure, preserving a constant intensity ratio and
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BE difference. This behaviour can be interpreted in terms of the presence of a single adsorbed
molecular species with two non-equivalent C atoms, suggesting that the C-C bond is preserved.
By observing the time-resolved XPS spectral series during ethylene adsorption, we were able to
detect, above 0.06 ML, the appearance of a new doublet at lower BE due to a different C2Hm
species. While the peak at 282.7 eV BE (b1) can be easily distinguished, the second peak (b2) is
partially hidden by the a1,2 components, and results in a spectral shoulder slightly above 283 eV.
With a further increase in the C2H4 exposure, a new broad feature can be observed at BEs higher
than 284 eV (ml). The observation that in the absence of ethylene flux its intensity rapidly
decreases is consistent with the presence of ethylene multilayers. This behaviour is expected for
weakly interacting species at the condition of surface adsorption-desorption equilibrium. [38]
In light of the uptake kinetics, we carried out TP-XPS experiments for three different initial
ethylene exposures (highlighted in red in Figure 1(a)), corresponding to the presence of just the
first a1,2 spectral doublet (0.05 ML), a mix of the two doublets (0.12 ML) and the saturated
surface, before the multilayer growth (0.60 ML).
In Figure 1(b-d) we report the 2D plots corresponding to the TP-XPS C1s spectral series
acquired during annealing from low to high temperature. The chemical evolution occurring at
the surface is reflected in strong BE shifts and modifications of the C 1s core level line shape.
In particular, we observe sharp transitions at about 250, 380 and 500 K (high coverage series),
while at high temperature (T > 800 K) the C 1s spectrum smoothly becomes narrower and
moves to a higher BE. At the highest temperature, above 900 K, the appearance of a spectral
component at a BE of 284.1 eV is observed, which is the fingerprint of the initial nucleation
of graphene islands. [11, 13] Most importantly, the C 1s core level evolution is only slightly
influenced by the initial C coverage. In fact, the qualitative behaviour is similar for the three
selected coverages; only the temperature range of each transition is slightly modified, especially
at the lower coverage. The most important spectral change in the low temperature range T1
(Figure 1(d)) is the decrease of the b1,2 components, which transform into a1,2. This suggests
that, at T = 90 K, the lower BE doublet can originate from ethylene species that adsorb without
dissociation on the empty sites of the surface initially covered with dissociated CnHm species,
in agreement with previous assignments [11], and that complete dissociation of CH2CH2 takes
place only above 200 K.
The TP-XPS spectra are more complicated to interpret in the temperature ranges T2 and T3
(Figure 1(d)) because of the overlap of spectral features originating from non-equivalent C atoms
of different CnHm species with other components due to vibrational splitting. Indeed, it is known
that, when measured with high-resolution, the C 1s core level spectra of small hydrocarbon
molecules can display vibrational fine structure due to the excitation of C-H vibrational motion
in the final state. [39, 40]
For this reason, we performed low-temperature, high-statistics and high-resolution C 1s
photoemission experiments after annealing the high-coverage ethylene structure at increasing
selected temperatures. The results, when combined with accurate DFT calculated C 1s core
level shifts for different chemical species, enabled us to make an accurate interpretation of the
different spectral components (reported in the interpretation of CLS core level spectra section)
and their evolution with temperature. Also, by comparing the high resolution spectra acquired
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before and after annealing, no sensible decrease in C 1s total area was detected. This signifies,
in agreement with existing temperature programmed desorption (TPD) measurements [41], that
no C containing fragments desorb from the surface, and that the major peak detected by the
mass spectrometer corresponds to H2. In fact the C-containing fragments are expected to be
tenaciously held by the Ir(111) surface [41]. This is also in agreement with the adsorption
energies calculated in the present study, which suggest that the intermediate species we observe
should not desorb (see below). This behaviour is clearly different from what is observed in a
similar experiment on Pt(111), where many of the dissociated hydrocarbon fragments have been
detected also in TPD experiments. [42]
To assess the geometrical structure of our system, we also performed low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) measurements. Figure 1(e) shows a LEED pattern acquired after ethylene
deposition at 90 K up to saturation, followed by annealing at 340 K. Besides the diffraction spots
originating from the Ir(111) substrate (black), we observe an additional set of spots related to
the superstructure formed by the adsorbed molecules (red, cyan and yellow). The diffraction
pattern is interpreted in terms of a c(4×2) structure, with three differently oriented domains,
as shown in Figure 1(e). Following this finding, selected theoretical calculations were performed
using a c(4×2) unit cell. These are discussed in the supporting information (SI).
4.2 Hydrocarbon species and reaction scheme
To understand the evolution of the different chemical species revealed in the photoemission
experiments, we must identify all possible on-surface reactions that might be responsible for the
conversion of ethylene molecules into carbon monomers and (possibly) dimers. In these reactions
various intermediate CnHm species might appear. A reaction scheme for the decomposition of
ethylene to carbon, incorporating all processes that the various hydrocarbon species might
undergo is shown in Figure 2. We include reactions involving hydrogenation (attachment of
a surface-adsorbed H to the species), dehydrogenation (detachment of H from species to the
surface) and isomerisation (H atom within the species detaches and reattaches from one C atom
to another). In the diagram the breaking of the C-C bond (CB reactions) is also considered
for each of the hydrocarbon species with two C atoms. Owing to the inclusion of hydrogen in
many of these reactions, the availability of hydrogen atoms on the surface must be taken into
account. Adsorbed hydrogen can reattach to any of the molecular species and can also be lost
through the formation of molecular hydrogen followed by its desorption from the surface. By
calculating reaction rates for all reactions in the scheme, the kinetics can be determined and
the preferential route(s) of the ethylene conversion can be deduced.
Before the rates of the various reactions in Figure 2 can be determined, the optimised
geometries of all the hydrocarbon species adsorbed on the Ir(111) surface need to be found.
These provide the initial and final states in the reactions and are presumed to be responsible
for the features in the XPS spectra. Each hydrocarbon species was placed onto the Ir(111)
surface and its geometry relaxed using DFT. As multiple geometries were obtained in most
cases, the lowest energy configuration was selected as representative for this species and used
for further calculation of the respective reaction rates. The geometries for the lowest energy
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Figure 2: Possible processes considered for the conversion of ethylene CH2CH2 into carbon. The up-
ward/downward diagonal arrows represent hydrogenation/dehydrogenation reactions, and the hor-
izontal arrows show isomerisation processes. The reactions are numbered for later reference as in
Table 1. Hydrocarbon species containing two carbon atoms may also undergo C-C breaking reac-
tions (CB) to form C monomer species, as indicated beneath each species symbol with small vertical
arrows. This diagram is similar to the scheme proposed previously in Ref. [19].
configuration of each CnHm species are shown in Figure 3 along with their binding energies.
Other configurations we found are shown in the SI.
For ethylene (CH2CH2) we find that the lowest energy configuration is obtained when the
molecule is in the bridge position, between two Ir atoms. This allows each C atom to be bonded
to four atoms. The species CH2CH, CH3CH, CH3C and CH2C are centred on either the fcc or
hcp three-fold hollow sites. The difference in adsorption energy between attachment at fcc and
hcp sites is negligible. For CH3CH2 the CH2 group is attached to the top site, while the CH3
is suspended away from the surface. CH3CH3 is only weakly interacting with the surface. The
structure of CHCH has each of the CH groups in a bridge site. Compared to CHCH, in CHC
the C atom without hydrogen shifts towards the other to rest in the hollow site. The remaining
hydrogen atom orientates itself further away from the surface. For the carbon dimer, CC, the
C atoms are found in both the hcp and fcc sites, and are connected across the bridge site. For
the single C species we find that the lowest energy geometries for CH3 and CH2 are when they
are positioned on the top and bridge sites, respectively. This allows the C atoms to form four
bonds each. CH and C both relax onto the hcp site. For C this is 0.2 eV lower in energy than
for the fcc site geometry.
4.3 Energy barriers
To find the preferential reaction paths in the process of ethylene decomposition, the corre-
sponding energy barriers for all forward and backward reactions shown in Figure 2 need to be
calculated. This requires understanding the energetics of adsorbed hydrogen atoms, since when
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CH2CH2
−1.63 eV
CH2CH
−3.65 eV
CH3CH2
−3.08 eV
CH3CH
−1.23 eV
CH2C
−4.92 eV
CH3C
−6.42 eV
CHCH
−2.91 eV
CHC
−5.09 eV
CC
−7.17 eV
CH3CH3
-0.55 eV
CH3
−3.43 eV
CH2
−4.24 eV
CH
−6.91 eV
C
−7.00 eV
Figure 3: The lowest energy geometries of the hydrocarbon species adsorbed onto the Ir(111) surface.
The adsorption energies of each species is also included. Ir atoms are shown in blue, while C and H
are dark and light grey, respectively.
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considering hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions one has to place a H atom next to
the corresponding species for the initial and final states. The top site was found to be the most
favourable binding site, with an adsorption energy that is 0.3 eV greater than that for the other
sites.
Hence, when modelling hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions, we placed the H atoms
at the most favourable top position some distance away from the molecule and optimised the
geometry. Several such top positions relative to the hydrocarbon molecule were tried to find the
lowest energy path; in some cases this affected the barriers by up to 0.5 eV. The calculated energy
barriers for all reactions shown in Figure 2 (for both directions) are presented in Table 1. Note
that in Figure 2 the direction of forward reactions is from left to right (or downward in the case
of the C-C breaking reactions). The relaxed initial, transition and final state geometries for most
of the reactions and the corresponding energy profiles are shown in the SI. In some cases, such
as in reaction 1, more than one maxima appear corresponding to the H attachment/detachment
and the diffusion away from or towards the parent species. In the case of the dehydrogenation
reactions, once a H atom has been removed it is not retained for the next reaction step (except
for the reverse hydrogenation reaction), and hence the final and initial states may be different
for two subsequent reactions in the scheme of Figure 2.
The energy barriers for all the reactions lie in the range 0.3–2.5 eV. The isomerisation
reactions 9, 10, and 15 have much higher barriers than the dehydrogenation and hydrogenation
reactions, and will therefore be much less likely to occur. Generally, dehydrogenation reactions
have lower barriers than hydrogenation reactions in most cases, apart from reactions 7, 11,
12, and 13. This trend might suggest that dehydrogenation reactions are favoured, eventually
leading to the formation of pure carbon species Cn.
Our results also show that the barriers for C-C breaking are mostly of the order of 1–2 eV
and are therefore quite high. However, for some of the species involved the barriers may be lower
compared to the other possible processes and therefore they must be included in the reaction
scheme. Breaking the C-C bond will inevitably lead to CHm species and C monomers. Some
of these may also become dehydrogenated or hydrogenated and therefore the barriers for these
processes were also calculated. In addition, two monomeric carbon species can join together to
reform the C-C bond, which can be described by the reverse of C-C breaking.
4.4 Interpretation of C 1s core level spectra
Each peak in XPS spectra corresponds to a particular C atom belonging to some CnHm species;
hence, whether there are one or two spectral components due to a particular species depends
on whether the C atoms have the same or different local atomic environment on the surface.
Additional complications in this analysis arise from the fact that peaks may be accompanied
by their vibrational satellites.
In order to give a detailed interpretation of the many components observable in the C 1s
spectra during the annealing ramps, and hence to be able to deduce the ethylene conversion
mechanism, we performed DFT calculations of the C 1s core level BEs for all the CnHm species,
including final state effects due to the core-hole screening. The results in Figure 4, which shows
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Reaction in forward direction Ef [eV] Eb [eV]
1 CH2CH2 → CH2CH + H 0.39 0.58
2 CH2CH2 + H→ CH3CH2 0.70 0.35
3 CH2CH → CH2C + H 0.35 0.66
4 CH2CH + H → CH3CH 0.64 0.27
5 CH3CH2 → CH3CH + H 0.33 0.49
6 CH3CH2 + H → CH3CH3 2.16 –
7 CH2C + H → CH3C 0.82 0.99
8 CH3CH → CH3C + H 0.46 1.48
9 CH2CH2 → CH3CH 1.39 1.20
10 CH2CH → CH3C 1.37 2.01
11 CHC + H → CH2C 0.54 1.17
12 CHC → C-C + H 1.23 0.65
13 CHCH → CHC + H 1.23 0.58
14 CHCH + H → CH2CH 0.77 0.53
15 CHCH → CH2C 2.44 2.52
16 CH3 → CH2 + H 0.50 0.58
17 CH2 → CH + H 0.09 0.83
18 CH → C + H 1.11 0.66
CB1 CH2CH2 → CH2 + CH2 1.45 0.61
CB2 CH3CH2 → CH3 + CH2 1.56 1.47
CB3 CH3CH → CH3 + CH 0.89 1.31
CB4 CH2CH → CH2 + CH 1.07 1.44
CB5 CH2C → CH2 + C 1.88 0.80
CB6 CHCH → CH + CH 0.85* 1.15
CB7 CHC → CH + C 0.73 1.29
CB8 CC → C + C 1.18 1.29
H H + H → H2 1.25 –
Table 1: The energy barriers for the various reactions numbered as in Figure 2. Ef is the energy
barrier associated with the forward direction of the arrow, whereas Eb is the backward reaction barrier.
Barriers for two adsorption reactions are not shown because these are deemed to be irrelevant to this
study. * This is an estimated energy barrier, see SI for details.
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that the relative core level shifts, reported with respect to molecular ethylene adsorbed on Ir,
can be as large as 1.2 eV. Correspondingly, high-resolution and high-statistics C 1s core level
spectra have been acquired after annealing to selected temperatures (see Figure 5(a)). The
temperatures have been chosen from the TP-XPS data to be representative of the temperature
ranges shown in Figure 1(d).
Note that, due to the approximate nature of the method proposed in Ref. [36] for calculating
the core levels, only relative BEs are of significance; hence an alignment of the DFT calculated
core level shifts with the experimental BE scale was performed. This has been achieved by
requiring an energy match between the calculated BE for the C 1s core levels for CH2C and
experimental values obtained by fitting the low temperature high-resolution spectrum with
Doniach-Sˇunjic´ (D-S) line shape [43] convoluted with a Gaussian. This particular species has
been selected because, as follows from the DFT calculated energy barriers in Table 1 and
the reaction scheme in Figure 2, at low temperatures the system will most likely progress by
following reactions 1 and 3 to form CH2C, and hence it is quite clear that this is the first and
only stable species present on the surface after ethylene starts to dissociate. This species has
two non-equivalent C atoms and hence accounts for two CLS core level components, as seen in
the lowest curve in Figure 5(a). The low BE feature is assigned to molecular ethylene, which
is also present, since the corresponding DFT calculated BE value falls close to its position.
Observed deviations can be accounted for by considering the presence of a dense layer, with
non-negligible lateral interactions, which can cause the C atoms within the molecules to be in
slightly different local chemical environments. Once the alignment has been performed, the
observed peaks can be assigned to specific species on the basis of the DFT calculated BE shifts,
as reported in Figure 5(a).
For one chemical species a vibrational splitting of the core level is observed (Figure 5(b))
in the energy range compatible with the vibration of the C-H stretching mode. This split is
characteristic of each chemical bond, and can be used as a fingerprint to determine the origin of
a particular feature in the spectra. A fit of the CHCH spectrum, shown in Figure 5(b), has been
performed with all the D-S line shape parameters constrained so that the vibrational replicas
have the same line shape as the adiabatic peak itself. The splitting between the replicas has
also been constrained so that all the replicas appear at equal energy intervals. This procedure
leads to a low residual fit with a value for the vibrational energy loss of 405 meV, which is in
good agreement with the DFT calculated C*-H vibrational energy of 380 meV for CHCH with
core-hole excited C atom (denoted C*); C-H vibrational energies for other hydrocarbon species
were found to be much lower (see the SI). This unequivocally identifies the chemical species in
the orange spectrum of Figure 5(a) as CHCH, and also confirms the initial assignment, as the
calculated BE for CHCH is the closest to that of the main (adiabatic) peak from the fit of the
spectrum in Figure 5(b).
This allows us also to determine that for the spectrum at 450 K CH is present together with
CHCH (the calculated BE of CH being the closest to the observed peak), and that at higher
temperatures carbon clusters appear, as confirmed by the calculated BEs for carbon monomers
and dimers, which coincide with observed peaks for the spectra acquired at 550 K.
In Figure 6(a) the integral intensities due to each chemical species, and therefore the relative
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CH2CH2 CH2CH CH3CH
0.00 eV 0.03 eV 0.30 0.61 eV 0.31 eV
CH3C CH3CH2 CH2C
1.08 eV 0.89 eV 0.41 eV -0.14 eV 0.55 eV 1.03 eV
CHCH CHC CC
0.69 eV 1.16 eV 1.27 eV 0.96 eV
CH3 CH2 CH C
-0.41 eV 0.01 eV 0.59 eV 0.45 eV
Figure 4: The 1s core level shift calculated for carbon atoms within all the different hydrocarbon
species with respect to ethylene in the final state approximation. For two non-equivalent carbon
atoms in the same molecule, two energies are given corresponding to the circled atoms in the left and
right panels, respectively. For species where the C atoms appear in the same environment, ECLS is
the same only a single value is given.
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Figure 5: High-resolution and high-statistics XPS spectra acquired after annealing the ethylene
covered substrate to selected temperatures. In (a), from the bottom upwards, spectra acquired after
exposure at 90 K, and after annealing at increasing temperatures. The DFT calculated BEs for the
species (shown on the left with different colours) found to be present on the surface have been marked
with the same colour ticks. In (b), a fit of the spectrum acquired after annealing the system to 323
K is shown. This spectrum shows, besides the main adiabatic peak, a series of vibrational replicas,
whose splitting was found to be 405 meV. A small amount of CH (blue peak) is also detected already
at this temperature.
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Figure 6: The deduced concentration of the principal species on the surface as a function of temper-
ature (which is ramped up linearly with time at a rate of 1.5 Ks−1) starting from a ethylene coverage
of 0.6 ML. (a) experimental results. (b) kMC simulated coverages
abundances on the surface, are plotted as a function of the temperature.
In the first part of the analysis, the high resolution data (Figure 5) have been fitted by D-S
functions in order to extract the spectral line shape characteristic of each chemical species. Each
chemical species is represented by one or two peaks associated with the number of non-equivalent
C atoms, and the peak positions are characterised by the DFT-obtained BEs. The only exception
is CHCH, for which vibrational replicas also exist (all the replicas have the same line shape and
identical BE splitting), as well as various Cn species present at high temperatures. In the latter
case the integral intensity was evaluated cumulatively for all the carbon-only species.
In the second step, the time-resolved data have been individually fitted with a sum of the
normalised spectra obtained as described above. In order to obtain the best fit to the data,
each spectrum was multiplied by a factor that is, in fact, proportional to the relative amount
of the species on the surface, while keeping the species’ spectrum shape fixed. The binding
energy of each species’ spectrum as a whole was allowed to vary, with respect to the value
found for the high resolution spectra, within a small energy range (<0.1 eV) in order to account
for lateral interactions between different species. In the case of atoms (Oxygen-[44]) and light
molecules (carbon monoxide-[45]) it was found that core electron binding energies display a
slight change as a function of adsorbate coverage due to mutual interaction that can be of the
order of 100 meV (110 meV for O on Rh(111) [44], 180 meV for CO on Pd(111) [45]), even
when the adsorption site is unchanged (see also the SI). The integrated final spectral peaks
at each temperature represent relative concentrations of the species. Some variations in the
total integral intensity of the C 1s peak were observed, especially in the temperature intervals
where CHCH and CH are present, leading to a slight increase in the overall C signal, contrary
to the expected constant value corresponding to the initial number of C atoms on the surface.
We interpret this increase in intensity to be due to photoelectron diffraction effects when local
ordering of the species is improved. To counteract this increase, which cannot be due to an
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increase of the C surface density, a normalisation constant of 0.66 was used for the signal of
CH and CHCH. Concentrations obtained in this way are plotted as a function of annealing
temperature in Figure 6(a).
The data suggests the following reaction mechanism. First, CH2C is formed already at 90
K (molecular ethylene being observed only at higher coverages), which converts completely into
CHCH; in turn, CHCH dissociates to CH monomers, which dehydrogenate to produce atomic
C and hydrogen. Above 400 K, a small amount of CH3C is formed from rehydrogenation of
CHCH, which reacts with atomic H species found on the surface. It is worth mentioning that
the formation of CH3C from ethylene on Ir(111) has been suggested by Marinova et al. [46]
The derived reaction path during the temperature ramp, based mostly on core level photoe-
mission spectra and DFT calculated BEs, can be compared to the one deduced following the
direction of the reactions with the lowest DFT energy barriers (Table 1). Specifically, since our
experiments begin from a relatively low temperature, initially the system will likely progress
by following reactions 1 and 3 to form CH2C corresponding to low dehydrogenation reaction
barriers. This fully agrees with the CH2C concentration evolution shown in Figure 6.
With an increase of temperature, five possible pathways become available for CH2C: it can
hydrogenate to either CH2CH or CH3C, dehydrogenate to CHC, isomerise to CHCH or undergo
C-C breaking to form CH2 and C. The hydrogenation reactions 3-reversed and 7 have the lowest
barriers of these (0.66 eV and 0.82 eV respectively), and will therefore act as the main competing
pathways out of CH2C. If reaction 7 were followed, CH3C, which is not observed experimentally
at temperatures where CH2C is present, would have been produced and remained stable for
some considerable range of temperatures as the lowest barrier out of this species is the reverse
reaction back to CH2C, which is still high (0.99 eV). If reaction 3 is followed, then CH2CH is
formed. As the barrier back to CH2C is very small it is likely that this species will immediately
dehydrogenate backwards to CH2C, resulting in a short lifetime to these species and explaining
why CH2CH is not observed experimentally. There is in any case a possibility that some portion
of the CH2C species should follow reaction 14 instead, leading to CHCH. The species evolution
curves presented in Figure 6 (a) and (b) show that the latter route (CH2C→CH2CH→CHCH)
appears to be preferable of the two.
We next see in Figure 6 (a) that as the concentration of CHCH starts decreasing, CH
appears. This is explained by the fact that the reaction with the lowest barrier starting from
CHCH is the C-C breaking reaction, CB6, leading to CH species. At even higher temperatures
formation of carbon clusters Cn is detected as shown in Figure 6(a) . In order to corroborate
these results we have performed a kinetics analysis since there are many competing processes
leading to either dehydrogenation of CH to give carbon monomers (reaction 17) or CH dis-
appearance due to reactions 18, CB3, CB4, CB6 and CB7 followed by the formation of other
species. Therefore, a calculation that takes account of all competing processes is required,
especially since at high temperatures many of the barriers can be easily overcome.
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4.5 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of species evolution
The interpretation suggested above was based entirely on the core level shifts and derived
experimental evolution of species at each temperature, evaluated from the calculated energy
barriers and possible reaction pathways. To validate this interpretation and the proposed reac-
tion mechanism, the kinetics of all processes depicted in Figure 2 need to be considered, which
takes account of the relative abundance of all species at each time during the temperature ramp,
their spatial distribution and of all the competing processes. This needs to be supplemented
by the fact that during the growth process hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface may also
be lost by the formation of hydrogen molecules. This can occur when the H atoms are mobile
enough to come close together on the surface, i.e. at higher temperatures. The desorption of H2
will reduce the availability of hydrogen atoms on the surface, acting as a limiting factor for the
hydrogenation reactions. The energy barrier for the formation of an H2 molecule from two ad-
sorbed H atoms was calculated to be 1.25 eV. The highest barrier calculated for H diffusion was
0.36 eV, which is small in view of the temperatures used in our experiments. Therefore at higher
temperatures H is likely to diffuse easily on the surface, form H2 and desorb. Understanding H
diffusion is also important for assessing the likelihood that the H atoms, when detached from
the hydrocarbon species, are able to move away from them instead of recombining, as the latter
will inhibit the overall dehydrogenation processes. The diffusion of H are provided in the SI.
To reveal the kinetics of the complicated ethylene conversion reactions and obtain the time
evolution of the concentrations of various species on the surface that can be compared with
experimental results of Figure 6(a) deduced from the XPS spectra, we performed kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) simulations. A grid-based model was devised to incorporate the geometries of all
the relaxed hydrocarbons shown in Figure 3. These are allowed to undergo the reactions as
listed in Figure 2 as well as diffuse on the surface.
In calculating the rates for the reactions in the kMC simulations we have to determine, apart
from the energy barriers, the attempt frequencies as well. We used a typical value of ν = 1013
s−1 for most reactions apart from 3, 7, 14 and CB6, where correctly determining the attempt
frequencies is important, since they play a major role in the reaction pathway, as indicated
by the experimental BEs and the DFT energy barriers. In the latter cases we calculated the
pre-exponential factors explicitly using Vineyard’s formula [21], as reported in the SI; these
frequencies are in the range of 1012-1013 s−1.
The kMC simulations are performed to give the surface coverages of the various species as
a function of time, starting from an initial ethylene concentration corresponding to 0.6 ML of
C atoms (and zero coverage for other species), as the temperature is increased linearly at a
rate of 1.5 Ks−1. The calculated evolution of species concentrations depicted in Figure 6(b)
demonstrates reasonable agreement with the high coverage experimental results in Figure 6(a).
We observe the same order of species appearing as the temperature is increased. The main
noticeable deviations from the experimental results concern the narrower temperature window
for the intermediate species CHCH and the much larger window for CH. We also find that CH3C
is present between 300 and 400 K in the theory, however in the experiment it appears between
400 and 500 K. Finally, there is also an absence of partially dissociated ethylene at 90 K in the
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calculated evolution. This is probably due to the fact that the barrier for CH2CH2 to CH2CH
dehydrogenation reaction is somewhat overestimated in our calculations.
These differences can be in part explained by the lateral interactions between species that
can not be accounted for with the kMC simulations. At high coverages neighbouring species
will interact strongly with each other, which will affect the energy barriers of the reactions
(as discussed in the SI). This will give rise to different lifetimes for certain species. It should
also be mentioned that small errors in the DFT energy barriers can affect the kMC deduced
species coverages. We find in our simulations that due to the nature of the reaction rates even
very small changes in the calculated energy barriers can somewhat affect the results of the
simulations. This becomes particularly problematic when two competing processes have similar
barriers. For example, the hydrogenation of CHCH to CH2CH has a barrier of 0.77 eV, which
is near to the energy barrier for CHCH to break into CH (0.85 eV). Small errors in these energy
barriers can greatly affect the lifetime of CHCH and whether it can hydrogenate to CH2CH,
which allows CH3C to be produced. For this reason at present it may be quite challenging to
perform precise simulations of the time evolution of species coverages and compare them with
those determined from the XPS experiments. The impact of changes to the energy barriers on
the species coverages is discussed in detail in the SI, whereby altering the barriers slightly to
take account of these effects is shown to result in a stronger agreement with the experimentally
deduced coverages.
Detailed data on species concentrations in conjunction with the reaction scheme of Figure 2
enable us to characterise the reaction pathway as follows. Soon after starting at 130 K there is a
drop in the concentration of ethylene (CH2CH2) which is matched by an increase in vinylidene
(CH2C). This suggests that two dehydrogenation reactions 1 (CH2CH2→CH2CH+H) and 3
(CH2CH→CH2C+H) take place quickly once ethylene has been deposited, and that the second
occurs immediately after the first, so that vinyl (CH2CH) is not stable for long enough to show
a significant concentration signature. However, the CH2C concentration begins to decrease at
about 210 K due to the hydrogenation reaction (reverse reaction 3) leading back to CH2CH
followed immediately by the dehydrogenation reaction to acetylene (CHCH) (reaction 14). For
CHCH the barrier for C-C breaking is sufficiently low (≈ 0.85 eV) such that methylidyne (CH)
can be generated at around 270 K. A small amount of the CHCH may be converted to CH3C via
its hydrogenation to CH2CH and then the removal and addition of the H atom to form CH3C.
This happens at around 300 K. Eventually by 400 K this converts to CH by the reverse process.
Afterwards CH becomes the only species present until C monomers start forming at 500 K.
The decrease in CH is matched with the increase in C monomers. Hence, as the temperature
increases CH can be dehydrogenated to C. However since the reverse reaction is more favourable
C only starts forming once H atoms are lost due to the formation of H2 molecules. The long
survival for CH compared to the experimental results could be due to overestimation of the H2
desorption barrier by DFT calculations, which assumes the low coverage limit.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper a comprehensive approach based on XPS experiments, DFT calculations and a
kinetic Monte Carlo simulation has been applied to acquire a detailed understanding of the
mechanism of ethylene decomposition on the Ir(111) surface in TPG experiments widely used
for growing graphene on transition metal surfaces. The combined approach presented here
suggests the following pathway for ethylene decomposition with eventual formation of carbon
monomer species:
CH2CH2 → CH2CH + H
CH2CH ←→ CH2C + H
CH2CH → CHCH + H
CHCH → CH + CH
CH → C + H.
In the proposed reaction pathway we find that hydrogenation, dehydrogenation and C-
C breaking reactions are required in order to produce carbon. An important feature of this
pathway is that the C-C bond is broken in order to form carbon monomers and this happens
before the molecule is fully dehydrogenated. Breaking of the C-C bond allows for the possibility
that graphene is formed from carbon clusters that are predominantly built from C monomers
and not dimers. The clusters may then contain an odd number of C atoms, and this is in
agreement with experimental work which has observed that the rate of graphene growth from
ethylene feedstock is proportional to the carbon monomer concentration to the power of five
[3, 47, 1]. This suggests that the graphene grows through the addition of five atom carbon
clusters, which would not be possible without C-C bond breaking. [48]
We believe that this is the first study ever made in which such a detailed investigation of
the reactions sequence of ethylene decomposition has been attempted based on a comprehensive
interplay of several experimental and theoretical techniques complementing each other. In the
theoretical study of the decomposition of CnHm species on the Pt(111) and Pt(210) surfaces
conclusions about the decomposition mechanism were made based only on the energy barriers for
the reactions. [19, 20] This approach lacked any calculation of the kinetics of the decomposition,
which depends on the temperature and the concentration of the various species. Here we have
shown that this is necessary in order to determine the correct evolution. Similarly in kinetic
Monte Carlo calculations performed for the reactions of ethylene on the Pt(111) surface [16]
only a subset of all possible reactions were considered, and without experimental insight it was
suggested that CH3C is formed from the hydrogenation of CH2C during the decomposition.
However our combined XPS and theory results find that, on Ir(111), CHCH is the intermediate
species formed after CH2C, which can only be understood within the approach based on the
complete reaction scheme combined with kinetics based simulations.
From monomer carbon atoms, freely diffusing on the surface, carbon dimers and bigger Cn
clusters can be formed, which eventually leads to nucleation and growth of graphene. Although
this later stage of graphene formation lies beyond the scope of this study, which is devoted
exclusively to the first stages of graphene growth related to hydrocarbon decomposition at
intermediate temperatures, a direct extension of this study would be to include reactions related
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to formation, decomposition and transformation of larger carbon clusters and CnHm species
which are essential for later stages of graphene growth taking place at higher temperatures.
We believe that such an extension of the present study, which should also rely on closely linked
experiment and theory, may even address the question of what is the optimum annealing protocol
for ethylene decomposition with the aim of forming large graphene sheets with a minimum
number of defects. The proposed reaction scheme and reaction parameters can now be applied
to other experimental scenarios widely used for graphene growth via ethylene decomposition,
e.g. for considering the decomposition process during ethylene evaporation on a hot Ir surface.
It is clear that for other types of hydrocarbon feedstock the reaction scheme and hence
the corresponding reaction path could be very different. The species produced in the later
stages of the molecular decomposition might be more complex than the carbon monomers
found for ethylene on Ir(111) in the present study. In particular, various carbon clusters might
be generated, such as dimers or six-member rings (e.g. when using benzene), or even larger
carbon molecules (when using coronene [49]). This will affect the graphene growth kinetics and
(possibly) its defectiveness. The choice of hydrocarbon feedstock has been shown to influence
the initial stages of growth: for example, when using benzene, graphene is produced at a
lower temperature compared with studies using methane. [50] The joint experimental and
theoretical approach developed here should prove to be extremely useful in uncovering the
preferential reaction path in each case and understanding the nature of the fragments, left after
the decomposition of the molecules, that subsequently act as the growth precursors, particularly
with regard to the number of carbon atoms in the fragments.
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